The CALM - “Beyond” The Storm
What an amazing Energetic Time it is right
now here on Mother Earth.Amid the noise
and the haste, there is a calmness in the air
and it is ours for the taking. It is diﬀerent
than before - this calm is not announcing
a storm...it is above and beyond it.
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Of course there are situations in the
world that are wrong. But the important
thing is, as these old stories surface, they
are ﬁnally getting attention to be dealt with
once and for all. It is a time of great clarity
in our lives and, surely to goodness, we
have reached the point where we can face
our past remorsefully/humbly/yet proudly
with determination to do better now. We
can address and resolve hidden issues and
lovingly put them to rest, while moving
forward with some conﬁdence that THIS
time, we’ll remember how to do it right.
As a result of this ‘New Dawn of Clarity
and Vision’ people are coming together
online - in city halls - in the parks of the
world, to address issues that simply must
change. The positive aspect of the ‘insanity
being revealed’ is, ﬁnally MORE people
are demanding resolutions; like the child
at the seashore, beginning to BE ‘the hand’
that ‘saved that one’. It won’t stop until the
apologies are complete - until the energetic
litter left behind by those who went before
us, and ‘those who are still among us’ is
recycled into a New Improved Consciousness designed for the good of ALL.
Yes, local and world situations need
attention but when that attention is given
in a loving, solution-based mindset, THEN
the magic of a new way begins to be the

motor that turns the wheels of progress.
When the not-so-ordinary people in the
world Choose Peace within themselves and
exude that 360°, the atmosphere of creation
changes.
Our focus NOW is to add a dash of
Peaceful Love to the mix - every day! Our
opportunity for ourselves and others is to
hold our heads high in the face of a crisis
and create a new pathway to follow. There
are enough people with their heads down
believing it is impossible to bring change to
the world.We CAN START - at home - in our
own personal lives and turn up the light we
know is there. It’s time to expand our horizons
with minds, hearts and feet ﬁrmly planted.
Ready to BE the inspiration in the face of a
storm, and gently, by example, encourage
others to do the same. One person at a time
soon equates to an army without weapons.
Right now is a perfect time to release
ourselves from the proverbial chains that
bind us, to rise up and enter that precious
place of peace within. Step into the CALM
now, where your spirit is full and your mind
abundant with good thoughts. The Calm,
where you can believe in your dreams
and conﬁdently encourage their creation.
Indeed, the Precious Calm Within - where
you know that ‘The Storm’ simply doesn’t
live here anymore.
To help you see that there is a rainbow
behind every cloud lurking...we’ve put full
colour on every page of this issue, so you can
bask in the vibration of the full spectrum.
And so, the Calm Within gets the message...
Now is the time, we are the ones and we’re not
waiting anymore.
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